Disposable Products for Every Occasion

Silver Visions

Gold Visions

Disposable Products for Every Occasion
8 oz. Coffee Mug
#347CM8WH
with Silver or Gold Bands
12/Pack or 120/Case

12 oz. Lattice Design Bowls
#347RB12WH
White Bowls with Silver or Gold Design
15/Pack or 150/Case

6”, 7”, 9” or 10” Lattice Design Plates
#347RP /6 /7 /9 /10
/SLV /GLD
White Plates with Silver or Gold Design
12/Pack or 120/Case

10” Serving Fork
#130SVSERVFRK
Heavy Weight
60/Pack or 72/Case

10” Serving Spoon
#130SVSERVSPN
Heavy Weight
60/Pack or 72/Case

10” Pie Server
#130SVSERVPIE
Heavy Weight
60/Pack or 72/Case

6” Tongs
#130SVTONG6
Heavy Weight
6/Pack or 72/Case
**Individually Wrapped Cutlery Set**

#130SVKFSNSP
Fork, Knife, Spoon with Napkin and Salt and Pepper Packets
25/Pack, 100/Case

**Heavy Weight Cutlery Set**

#5002P (BK/WH) SLVK
Fork, Knife, Spoon with Black or White Pocket Fold Napkin
50/Case

**Heavy Weight Cutlery Set**

#5005PWHSLVK
Fork, Knife, Spoon with White Linen-Feel Napkin
50/Case

---

**3 7/8” Tasting Fork**

#130APPFRKSLV
Heavy Weight
400/Case

**3 7/8” Tasting Knife**

#130APPSPNSLV
Heavy Weight
400/Case

---

**7” Fork**

#130SVFRK480
Heavy Weight with White or Black Handle
20/Pack or 480/Case

**7 1/2” Knife**

#130SVKNF480
Heavy Weight with White or Black Handle
20/Pack or 480/Case

**6 1/2” Spoon**

#130SVSPN480
Heavy Weight
20/Pack or 480/Case

**6” Tongs**

#130SVTONG6
Heavy Weight
6/Pack or 72/Case

---

**7” Fork**

#130SVFRK50 /600
Heavy Weight
50/Pack or 600/Case

**7 1/2” Knife**

#130SVKNF50 /600
Heavy Weight
50/Pack or 600/Case

**6 1/4” Spoon**

#130SVSPN50 /600
Heavy Weight
50/Pack or 600/Case

---

**5 3/4” Spoon**

#130SVSSPN50 /600
Heavy Weight
50/Pack or 600/Case
Gold Cutlery with Pocket Fold Napkin
#5002P(BK/WH)GLDKT
with Black or White Napkin
50/Case

Gold Cutlery with Linen-Feel Napkin
#5005PWHGLDKT
with White Napkin
50/Case

7” Fork
#130GLDFRK400
Heavy Weight
400/Case

7 1/2” Knife
#130GLDKNF400
Heavy Weight
400/Case

6 1/2” Spoon
#130GLDSPN400
Heavy Weight
400/Case

6” Spoon
#130GLDSSP400
Heavy Weight
400/Case